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The growth of InAs nanowires for various mesoscopic physics experiments has so far 

drawn much attention thanks to their unique properties. Namely, their high aspect ratio, 

high electron mobility, the surface pinning in the conduction band, the large spin orbit 

coupling and high Lande g-factor. These turn them quite suitable for possible observation 

of the Majorana fermions among many other experiments. InAs nanowires are most 

successfully grown by gold assisted VLS growth. Nevertheless, replacing the gold 

droplet with an indium eliminates the potential risk of gold doping along the nanowires 

which might act as scattering centers degrading the conductance properties. Self-assisted 

growth of InAs nanowires on Si/SiO2 has been demonstrated by several groups resulting 

mostly in low aspect ratio nanowires and a highly twinned zinc blende crystal structure. 

The mixed structure has been attributed to the lack of a liquid droplet at the top of the 

nanowire, associated with the lower surface tension of the In metal.  

Graphene has recently been shown to provide an intriguing platform for growth of a 

variety of III-V semiconductor nanowires.  Following work at NTNU
1
 Norway and by 

the Fukui group in Japan
2
 we pursued the self-assisted growth of InAs nanowires on 

graphene formed by evaporation of Si from SiC. The growth of nanowires on this type of 

graphene substrate is significantly more easily obtained as compared to growth on 

Si/SiO2, thanks to the unique long range lattice matching between InAs and graphene. 

We studied the effect of the nanowire growth parameters such as nucleation conditions, 

In flux, group V/III ratio and substrate temperature. In particular, we looked into the 

properties of the high purity graphene layer, namely, a bilayer, a zero/buffer layer or 

hydrogen-intercalated graphene. We found that the use of the so called zero layer/ buffer 

layer rather than a complete graphene layer facilitated the growth of much thinner 

nanowires. We studied the nanowires distribution and morphology by SEM (Figure 1 

right image) and their crystal structure by TEM which occasionally provides evidence for 

the presence of an indium droplet at the tip of the nanowires (Figure 1 left image). This 

together with the small diameters we managed to obtain (40-60 nm) was not as yet 

sufficient to provide self-assisted growth of nanowires having a pure phase. Instead the 

wires had a typical mixed wurtzite/zincblende structure with semi periodic regions along 

the growth direction. Conductance measurements on the self-assisted nanowires at low 



temperature show a similar behavior to our gold assisted ones.  The growth of conducting 

InAs nanowires on a conducting layer such as graphene opens up new possibilities for 

electronic and electro optic nanowire devices where the substrate can serve as a global 

contact/gate. 
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Figure 1: Right: SEM image of InAs nanowires grown on a zero/buffer layer graphene. 

Left: TEM image of the tip of a single nanowire, showing the mixed crystal structure. 


